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We know we can beat climate change. Just one thing is missing

'In

SHI PENGFEI Is Demused. His country, China, leads the world
Installing wind turblnes-a
technology UN sclentlsts said this week is vital for fighting global warming. More than 100,000
farmers run their own wind generators 1[1 Inner Mongolia. And Shl, who works for China's State
Power Corporation, wants to harness Mongolia's winds to power Beijing. There Is World 'Bank cash,
inner Mongolia wants to sell, but Beijing, a city choking on coal fumes, won't buy.
Why has the wind gone out of the industry's sails? Local political wrangling has stopped China
meeting its national targets fOf Installing turbines. Shl's problem Is mirrored In the latest report
this week from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (see p 12).
ll'Ie report looks at fb'Bs for global warming and says that "known technological options" could
help the world to prosper while preventing greenhouse gas concentrations rising higher \han
twice pre-Industrial levels. The IPCC argues that progress In fuel cells and wind turbines has
been far faster th an anyone Imagined. Great news, ellcept that the panel also argues that
politicians don 't yet know how to Implement the technologies.
Those Chinese wind turbines typify the problem. China Is not
the main generator of greenhouse gases. But any plan for
saving the world's climate must let countries like Chlna-whlch
has the world 's largest coa l reserves-get rich on other energy
sources. How do we make It happen?
Here is one blueprint. Flrst wofkI governments agree on a
ceiling for greenhouse gas levels In the atmosphere---say. twice
pre-industrial emiSSions. Then emissions entitlements are
calculated for every country to ensure we keep below the ceiling.
Setting these targets will depend on governments · converglng" on a formula based on natlonal
populations. To minimise disruption, overpolluters could buy spare permits from "underpolluters".
Such a system, called · contraction and convergence", would be fair and economically efficient,
and create incentlves for clean energy technologies. Its backers Include France's Jacques Chlrac
and Britain's Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution. But not the IPeC's policy wonks. Their
Sllmmary for policy makers Ignores this eminently sensible blueprint. The authors. flghtl~ shy of
saying anything · politlcal". do not even clearly back a celll~ on greenhouse gas concentrations.
This is madness. Clearly, the IPeC can 't endorse one blueprint. But it should layout the options.
And contractJon and convergence Is only one. This report Is the third in recent weeks from the
IPCC's various wo!1\lng groups. The first two, on the science and Impacts of climate change,
cou rageously ellplaln the risks the world runs. This third one falls to take up the challenge.
All Is not lost. In September, the three IPCC groups will complete a ·synthesls· report on
their work. They must take this chance to put things right, and spell out clearly how the world
should head off climate catastrophe. Once politicians can see the method and the benefits, Shl
ean get back to work.

Bad move, Mr Bush
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The alternatives to Kyoto may be even harder to swallow
GEORGE BUSH is right about one thing: the Kyoto Protocol Is B "f)'awed treaty. But for Europeans
looking on In horror as he tries to destroy It, one thing really sticks in the craw. Most of the flaws

were put there by US negotiators trying to make the treaty palatable to business. Now, having
made this rumpled bed wtth Its mass of complicated "flexibility mechanisms·, they refuse to lie in It.
Bush Insists that he is not 8gainst action on global warmlng-only the Kyoto formula. So,
putting disbelief and frustratlon to one side, maybe we can help him. We wrote here a month ago
about a plan called ~contraction and convergence " _ It
works like this. Initially, the world sets a ceiling on the
maximum acceptable concentration of a greenhouse gas.
Then It sets out a realistic timetable for keeping global
emissions below that ceiling. Finally, It apportions to
nations the rights to make those emissions according to
their populations. Over 50 years, we could cut the global
entitlement to perhaps half a tonne of carbon per person
per year-about half what it is today. If nations want to
emit more than this. they would have to buy permits from countries with emiSSions to sp'are.
Most greens have traditionally rejected this formula as too idealistic. They preferred the Kyoto
process. in which industrialised countries picked a figure and then haggled. But things are
different now. And, oddly enough, contraction and convergence meets the main crltlclsms tl'lat
Bush and fellow critiCS make about Kyoto. First, it includes developing countries, which get
emissions entitlements like evelYone else. Second, it meets most criteria of economic efficiency.
Countries shopping around for emission permits will make every dollar count. Third, unlike Kyoto, It
is scientifically coherent. as It is aimed at stabilising greenhouse gas concentrations In the air.
Every American is responsible for about 5 tonnes of carbon emissions a year. so this formula will
still cost the US dear. But if Bush is serious about global warming, he should be thinking along
these lines.

Shattering the greenhouse
We have the technology to halt global climate change, so let's use it
POLITICIANS may have lost t~e plot on how

to halt climate change. Bullechnologists are
forging ahead wi th a host of Innovations
that could halt the rise In greenhouse gas
levels. says a UN panel of climate change
experts in a report published this week.
The lntergovernmentall'anel on Climate
Change says that technical inpovation has
been faster than anticipated five years ago,
when it made its last assessment. Wind
turbInes, hydrogen fuel cells, efficient car
engines and the technology to bury carbon
dioxide underground could become practical
ways 10 cui greenhouse gas emissIons.
But critics believe that the l PCe has falle<!
to give governments firm advice on how
to make the new technologies wo rk. They
fear that the report, called Climate C/umge
2001: Mitigatioll will contribute to the
political inaction that has followed last
November's failed Kyoto Protocol talks on
curbing climate change.
This Is the third malor report from the
IPee in the past few weeks. Meeting·ln
Accra, Ghana, the panel of experts from
over 100 countries assessed technical and
policy options for halting the droughts,
floods and extreme weather p red icted by
the two previous reports.
[n an upbeat assessment, they said that
"known technological options" could, if
widely adopted, stabilise CO 2 concentrations in the atmosphe re in the range
of 450 to 550 parts per million. This is
between 60 and 100 rer cent higher than
pre-industrial levels. In the past, IPCC
members have often suggested 750 ppm as
a more achievable target.

"The potential for technology innovation
leading to clean energy and other climatechange solutions Is extraordinary," said Klaus
Toepfer, di rector of the UN Environmen t
Programme, a sponsor of the IPCe. "Governments need to unleash this potentlal. ~
Howeve r, critics of the report, Including
senior seien lists within the [Pee, say that its
authors have been "vague and evasive" In
their recommendations. They believe that
the world should adopt a firm "ceiling" fo r
CO 2 levels in the air-say, 450 or 550 ppm.
This would allow governments to cut theIr
emissions to stay below the ceiling.
"It is increasIngly obvious that a stable
atmospheric concentration target must be
set. This need s to be conveyed urge n tly to
policy makers," they said last wet'k In a letter
to Bert Melz, who co-chaired t he report's
working group. The letter's ch ief au t hor,
Aubrey Meye r of the Londo n-based Global
Commons Institute, said the report noted
that the cost of meeting a target of 450 o r
550 ppm would be substantially grE-ater than
for a 750 ppm target. But It failed to assess
t he likely bt!nefils of a toug her ta rget, such
as fewer floods and droughts.
Meyer also attacked the report fo r suggesti ng that more scIentific informatio n was
needed about "climate change pTOCeSSe!l and
impacts" before governments set lo ng- term
targets. This cautious language contrasts wit h
the much tougher tone of the panel's two
other previOUS reports, which both stress
growing certainty about the causes, pace and
Fm Pu ret
Impacts o f c limate change.
Mort at: ~npJlwww.lpc(.(1I/
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With the Kyoto Protocol on the verge of collapse, the search is on
for a formula to get us off the hook of global wa rming. One of th e
main co ntenders is a proposal by a professio nal violinist with no
sc ientific training. Aubrey Meyer has entranced scientists and enraged
economists and many environmentalists with his idea, but it is
wi nning high·profile backers, such as China and the European
Parliament. He says it embraces scie nce, logic, fairness, even art.
Could it yet save the world? Fred Pearce gets to the bottom of it

Calling the tune
How did a musician get Into the high
politics of global warming?
I had been a practising musician and composer for 20 yea rs. In 1988, I wanted to write
a musical about Chico Mendes, the assassinated Brazilian rainforest campaigner. I
began to explore rainforest politics and was
overwhelmed by a sense of tragedy. I could
not understand why anyone would want to
murder a butterfly collector_ Soon afterwards
I joined the Green Party, where four of us
formed the Global Commons Institute in london to fight to protect the planet's shared
resources-the forests, the atmosphere and
so on. We scraped together money from supporters, and I've never stopped since.
Old you have any background In science?
I didn't have any background in maths or
science. My only real contact with numeracy
until GCI got going was the kind of kinetic
numeracy of music, its structure, and the
discipline which goes with that.
You developed the formula called contraction and convergence. What Is that?
At the early conferences on fighting climate
change I saw this hideous charade being
played out in which the politics was divorced
from the science. The UN's Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change said we needed
a 60 per cent cut in emissions of greenhouse
gases to halt global warming. But the politi·
cians had no plan even to stabilise emis·
sions, let alone cut them. So I did some sim·
pie calculations. To do what the IPCC wanted
meant reducing global emissions to an
average 0.4 tonnes of carbon per person

per year. That was the contraction part. It
seemed to me that the only politically possi·
ble way of achieving that was to work towards
national entitlements based on Size of population. Today, some nations are emitting 20
times more per head than ot hers. The US, for
example, emits 5.2 tonnes per head, Britain
2.6 tonnes, India 0 .2 tonnes. This means
that India could double its emissions while
the US would have to come down by more
than 90 per cent. That is the convergence
part. Clearly no country is going to be able
to make those changes immediately, but the
beauty of the system is t hat it allows them
to trade in emissions permits.
Other people, like Anll Agarwal, the Indian
environmentalist, had similar Ideas at that
time. Why did yours stick?
Yes, Ani! had got very angry when some leading American environmentalists tried to suggest that India, which has one ofthe world's
lowest per capita em issions, was one of the
leading causes of global wa rming because of
its large population. But the case against
such crazy views wasn·t getting anywherewe needed a new language. I had become
fascinated with the graphics capabilities of
computers as I saw them as the visual equivalent of musical communication, a universal
language . So at GCI we produced large
colour graphics showing how countries could
converge towards equal per capita emissions
while bringing overall emissions down by
60 per cent. You cou ld argue about the rate
of the contraction and convergence. of
course- whether it should t ake 20 or 50
years- but basically we had synthesised the
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whole problem and the whole solution onto
a single graphic (www.gcLorg.uk). For musicians. mathematicians, scientists, it was,
frankly. beautiful. I took 300 of these graphs
to a climate meeting and put them outside
the conference door. They went in 30 seconds. I think contraction and convergence
cuts to the chase. It flushes all the politicians
out of their hidey-holes.
Why did It take a musician rather than
scientists to come up with It?
Many scientists have t aken to it, but perhaps it needed a musician to produce it.
Maybe the idea is not intellectual in the usual
scientifi c sense. It has ru les but it is also active. and it embraces creativity. It has harmony, rhythm and form. And it embeds an
ethic-of equity and su rvival. We musicians
spend a lot of time on repetition and variation. j kept taking variants of these graphics
to UN climate meetings.
But It sounds rather Idealistic. It may be a
fair carve-up of the atmosphere, but the
world doesn't really work fairly, does It?
Initially, fa irness was just what we were pushing for. I remember qu izzing a woman economist at the World Bank on her cost-benefit
analysis of cutting g reenhouse gas em is·
s ions. I pointed out that small island states
like the Maldives would almost certainly disappear under her plan . She said: ·What's all
t he fuss about small island states? They will
just be compensated; and we can send
lifeboats.· She had no sense of the depth of
disregard for real people contained in that.
But the truth is that the rich are as vulnerable as the poor to climate change. So while
th e fairness of contract ion and convergence
is a powerful argument, I personally don't
think it is the key. The stronger argument is
the purely log ical one. It doesn·t solve al l our
problems at a stroke, but it creates the
framework in wh ich we can solve them. If
people disagree, then the chal lenge for them
is to t hink of something better.
Presumably, the big environmental groups
embraced the Idea.
Far from it. Many have refused to talk to us
or even acknowledge our existence.
How come?
I think they took a judgement at the start
of the climate debate th at the enormity of
what we faced was so devastating that you
couldn't spring it on ordinary people all at
once. And they d idn't want to frighten the
48

pie. Many economists say they have no real
quarrel with It, provided it allows countries to
trade their emiSSions entitlements. If the revenues from trade are spent on renewable
energy, It will bring the efficiency gains that
the economists are so keen on. And it will
allow the poorest countries with the low emissions to sell their spare entitlements for profit.
What about the US government?
Some senators already support It. It is the
only practical proposal that does what they've
asked for. namely simultaneous emissions
controls on all countries. It promotes economic efficiency through emissions trading
and enables progressive American firms to
get Involved and make money. That's certainly what I would teU George W_ Bush.
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'politicians with grand strategies. They thought
contraction and convergence would do that.
Instead. they called for sharp cuts In the
emissions of ceveloped countries only. It
may have been politically correct, but the
approach was random and timid.
Greenpeace, timid?
Yes. They were part 01 this timid approach.
They avoided facing the global dimension 01
the problem. It was tokenism.
But broadly that was the route taken by the
Kyoto Protocol. So the timid approach
worked, didn 't It?
.....ell, I'd say that the timid approach Is why
He are in the mess we are In today. The US
has ripped it up.
You have annoyed the economists. too.
They annoyed me. The analysis produced
ly the mainstream economists suggested
:hat this pl"oblem was Insoluble; that It was
:00 expensive ~o save the planet. This is
lecause their work conceals daft and
mmoral assumptions not only about the
!xpendabllity of natural resources but also
)f human beings. Climate change is not an
!conomlc problem. It is an organisational
)(oblem to do with protecting the real
)tmosphere, the only one we have. It is not
)ood enough for them to just nod at the sciJntists and say: -Thank you. nowwe' li tell you
lOW the world works.·

What response do you get from scientists?
They really do make an effort to remain calm
and neutral In their judgement. Many see that
contraction and convergence tries to mirror
that objectivity by attempting to respond
direct ly to what scientists say is the situation.
But many identify with us in a moral as well
as a logical sense. They are also human
beings. They have children and think about
the future.
Politically, your Ideas have not got fa r yet.
By criticising the Kyoto Protocol, have you
played Into the hands of its opponents, like
President George W. Bush?
Bush acknowledges th e problem is real and
serious and like everyone else he has to face
this. Kyoto is probably better than the chaos
that is now on the cards, but the odds for getting this deal are dwindling. Anyway. as I see
it, the protocol Is Plan A. At best, it will moderate increases In emissions a bit-until
2012. So, regardless of what happens to it,
there has to be a Plan B. The real question
is whether contraction and convergence fol·
lows on from the protocol or picks up the
pieces when it falls apart.
Who backl It today?
The European Parliament. China. the non·
aligned movement, many Alrican nations. the
Red Cross. Britain'S Royal Commission on
Environmental Pollution and Jacques Chirac
have all said they support the idea in princi-

That makes you sound like a n arch·
capitalllt, rather than the communist you
have sometimes been labelled. How come
the Chinese like It?
False dichotomy. The Chinese came on
board. alleast tentatively, when they realised
I was talking about distributing emiSSions
rights. They liked the idea of equal rights
rather than equal restrictions. But this is high
politics. The US Energy Department got very
Interested when I said I was going to Beijing.
They said: · You 'd better watch your back
because you're gonna be watched: I got
Quite nervous. I"m not a diplomat. I'm just a
mUSician. But the Idea Is not leftist, or even
rightist. The morality you can take or leave,
but the logic is inescapable .
But don' t developing countries have the
right to tell the rich countries that they
created the problem and should solve It?
So far, most developing countries have
Indeed united around that message. That
may be morally valid. but It Is a disastrous
strategy for them as well as for the rich world.
The carrot for t hem in adopting contraction
and convergence. apart from saving the climate, Is that in return for controlling emis·
slons they could get paid to convert their
economies to run without fossil fuels .
So your formula meets the needs of both
the US and the developing world?
Yes. It's a framework fo r the retreat from our
dependency on fossil fuels. The way I see It.
the world starts a race to gel out of carbon
rather than a race to get Into It.
Contraction b ConvPfgence by Aubrey Meyer
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15/12/02
Bert Metz
Co-Chair IPCC WG3
RIVM - PO Box 1, 3720 BA Bilthoven
The Netherlands
Dear Bert

Summary for Policy Makers (SPM) IPCC WG3 Third Assessment
Well done on coming near to the completion of the drafting process of climate mitigation policy. I can confirm
how difficult this has been for all involved. I am sure you must be relieved to be nearing the end of this ambitious but
arduous undertaking.
The upwardly revised projections of temperature increases from Working Group One and the recently
sharpened warnings of increasing damages coming from Working Group Two, confirm the trends of climate change
as "devastating" and do indicate that, "we are in a critical situation and must act soon."
http://www.gci.org.uk/Refs/C&CUNEPIIIb.pdf [WEF 2000 CEOs & Ewins/Baker 1999].
It is now therefore the grave responsibility of Working Group Three, the Policy Working Group, to provide
from the available literature, all substantive guidance to policy makers that holds the potential to be globally effective
against the yet further and potentially uncontrollable acceleration of human-triggered global climate change.
In the light of this, it is therefore encouraging to find that "Contraction and Convergence" is presented in the
Third Assessment as, "taking the rights based approach to its logical conclusion." Since quite obviously all
approaches to global climate policy are inherently 'rights-based', this means that C&C effectively represents the
logical conclusion of them all. It is afterall - and as we have argued throughout the decade gone by - the meta-logical
precautionary framework for action under the UN Treaty if the climate problem is to be solved.
And it is within this that the otherwise uncertain and unguided sequence of decision-taking on mitigation
policies and measures needs to occur. Efficiency and prosperity will be the result of setting a global ghg
concentration target [and hence contraction budget] based on precaution with subdivision based on the equity and
logic of a global timetable of convergence within this. The reverse proposition is simply more randomness and drift,
dangerous and quite obviously absurd.
There is now long-term frustration that there appears still to be resistance to this point amongst some
authors, as it is increasingly obvious to most people that a stable atmospheric concentration target must be set indeed the report affirms this - and that this is not going to be set or met by accident.
This logical point is fundamental. It is clearly in the literature you cite and it - if briefly - is reflected in its
citation in the report. This needs now to be conveyed - urgently - to policy makers in the report’s summaries.
And on behalf of all the advocates of C&C cited in the Reference document I am asking you to take the
steps necessary to bring this out. Failing this, a residual character of randomness and drift in the summary will
continue to dissipate the process that the IPCC exists to inform. None of us would want the IPCC reports or their
summaries to be ridiculed for being vague or evasive on this point in this increasingly critical climate. Such an
outcome is irresponsible, unnecessary and dangerous.
For your further information on the extent of support that is consistently growing for the 'logical conclusion', I
include here (in the post) a further compilation of published technical, institutional - now commercial (the insurance
sector) as well as political - support and advocacy for the C&C proposition. I am sure you will agree, this support is
compelling for being so considerable.
With warm regards
Yours sincerely
Aubrey Meyer
Director
GCI
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Dear Bob
RESOLVING FALSE DICHOTOMY IN PREFACE TO IPCC TAR SYNTHESIS
Thank you for your letter of the 30th of April. I note your advice that I address my concern to the relevant Technical
Support Unit (TSU) with a copy to you. GCI's concern relates to text in the preface to the Synthesis Report. Since
TSU personnel tell me that you are the author of that preface, I am addressing this letter to you with copies to them.
I affirm our appreciation of IPCC and its Third Assessment Report (TAR). TAR is an important advance in the
understanding of the causes and effects of climate change. Much credit is due.
However, we remain concerned with the need to protect the credibility of IPCC as a whole and that, guided by this,
the primary objective of the UNFCCC is to avoid dangerous global climate change as a whole. This means
coordination. Attempting to secure this objective in a disaggregated way is self-defeating if attempts are not guided
by and index-linked to the global precautionary decision already taken to establish the UNFCCC and frame - not
guess - the route to its global objective.
Consequently, the wording in the opening paragraph of the preface to the Synthesis of the TAR is misleading. If, as
you say, the TAR "recognizes that there is no single global decision-maker and socio-political future, but rather that
there are multiple decision-makers and multiple possible future worlds, each with their own plausible and consistent
paths," the central challenge to decision-makers - to consciously reconcile their efforts in an effective common
account - is lost.
As is, the remark seems to project a perpetual future dichotomy between the singular global atmosphere and the
disaggregated plurality of global decision takers tasked from now on with its protection. I don’t believe this meaning
is intended; yet your statement conveys it and appears even to rebut the role and effort towards global governance
already established in the UNFCCC.
Would it not be better for the TAR synthesis to reveal at the outset that this dichotomy must be resolved? It is surely
false if the rising atmospheric concentration of greenhouse gas equivalent is to be stabilized at some point in future
time at a pre-determined level that prevents dangerous global climate change, by global organizational intent and
design, rather than by accident.
If you don't reveal this, an implication persists that the default is back to accident, and potentially even to feeding the
worsening odds we are already faced with. Multiple scenarios will merge in the growing singularity of no choice and
no rights in the global wrong of unstoppable climate change.
IPCC WG3 says contraction and convergence takes the rights-based approach to its logical conclusion recognizing
that to trade global emissions rights, they must first be established. Analysts and policy makers are increasingly
guided by this logic for fear of the accident that awaits us without it. This framework/guesswork choice faces us
now. IPCC's synthesis should reveal not conceal this.
Yours sincerely
Aubrey Meyer

